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Outline
• Measurements of lattice dynamics on chopper 

spectrometers at the SNS
• Multizone Phonon Refinement (MPR) explained 

on the example of BaFe2As2

• Advantages of MPR
• New results of the new background subtraction 

algorithm
• Advantages and disadvantages of being able to 

use x-rays.



New Pulsed Sources 

MAPS (ISIS) and ARCS (SNS) chopper
spectrometers with position sensitive detectors at ISIS
SEQUOIA, HYSPEC, CNCS at the SNS are similar

MAPS

The entire spectrum is measured at once

ARCS



What we measure with chopper 
spectrometers at the SNS

Diffraction in 4D (space + time)

Time-dependent 
structure in real space 
(x,y,z,t)

Reciprocal  space 
(qx,qy,qz,w) is 
Fourier Transform 
of real space 
structure

Neutrons bounce off nuclei and magnetic moments
so structure means positions of atoms or magnetic 

moments



Neutron scattering from a 
periodic lattice

• Crystal lattice forms a periodic potential; The 
reciprocal lattice is its Fourier transform.

• Momentum, no longer a good quantum number,  
is replaced by crystal momentum with a 
conservation law: k’=k+K, where K is any 
reciprocal lattice vector

• Reciprocal space is now split into Brillouin zones 
with nonequivalent ks filling each zone.

From momentum to crystal momentum

Every excitation shows up in every zone 
but with different scattering intensity



Types of Atomic Lattice Dynamics
• Incoherent lattice vibrations/molecule 

rotations/diffusion
Polarons, rotational diffusion of large molecules 

(e.g. C60), dynamic stripes, etc. Hydrogen 
diffusion in fuel cells, etc.

• Normal modes (Phonons): focus of talk
elastic properties, ferroelectricity, electron-phonon 

coupling (my group’s specialty), atomic lattice 
contribution to specific heat and thermal 
conductivity, negative thermal expansion, isolating 
phonons from magnetic fluctuations, structural 
phase transitions, etc.



Every dataset from the SNS is overcomplete 
typically by a factor of 10 to 100!!!

How the data handled now: Typically one finds 
one or two zones that are “the best” and 
ignore the rest of the data.

We found:
When it comes to measuring phonons, data 
quality can be improved by at least an order of 
magnitude if the entire dataset is used for a new 
data analysis technique invented in my group: 
Multizone Phonon Refinement (MPR); Many 
problems considered unsolvable become 
solvable.



Example: Does magnetic ordering 
transition have an effect on highest-
energy optic phonons in SrBa2As2?

Interested in 
the effect of the 
magnetic order 
on optic 
phonons



Implication for phonons

Frequencies of some phonons strongly depend  
the Fe magnetic moment. 
Magnetic calculation for BaFe2As2 agrees much 
better with experiment.

T. Yildirim, Physica Cnonmagnetic

magnetic

experiment

Phonon density of states of BaFe2As2



Interested in 5 phonon branches 
calculated to be around 35meV
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Only two observed in previous IXS experiments (HERIX)

Would like to know what is the temperature-dependence of all 
these branches: Chopper spectrometers measure everything so 
this should be possible at the SNS on ARCS or SEQUOIA



Problem: Branches are much 
closer than the experimental 

resolution of neutron scattering 
instruments 

Multizone phonon refinement gets around this 
obstacle



What the neutron data look like
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Fmmm). Because the orthorhombic distortion is quite89

small (2(a�b)/(a+b) ⇡ 1%), we use tetragonal notation90

throughout this paper. The sample was mounted using91

twisted aluminum foil, and placed in a closed-cycle refrig-92

erator. No exchange gas was used, so the temperatures93

are accurate to within 10 K.94

Data were collected over a period of 6 days; approxi-95

mately 3 days over an angular range of 39� at T = 10 K,96

and approximately 1.5 days over a range of 15� at both97

FIG. 1. (color online) Reciprocal space mapped out in the
experiment at T = 10 K. For all panels, the horizontal axis
plots K from -1 to 7. a) Phonon dispersion along (2,K,0).
This is the inelastic scattering for the regions shown as red
boxes in panels b and c. Near (2,0,0) the phonons are strictly
transverse, but near (2,6,0) the longitudinal phonons are also
evident. b) Map of elastic scattering in the (2,K,L) plane,
showing many Bragg peaks. c) Map of elastic scattering in
the (H,K,0) plane, showing 8 Bragg peaks.

T = 220 K and T = 320 K. This corresponds to roughly98

45 BZ in the energy range of interest for 10 K and 20 BZ99

for 220 K (just slighly above the magnetic ordering tem-100

perature), and 320 K. The sample was mounted in the101

HK0 plane, but the out-of-plane detector coverage allows102

access up to L ⇡ ± 4. The incident energy was 70 meV,103

with a FWHM of ⇡ 3.4 meV at the elastic line.104

The details of the DFT calculations have been de-105

scribed previously17. We used the non-magnetic tetrago-106

nal unit cell, with the experimental lattice parameters107

and atomic positions taken from previously-published108

work18. The eigenvectors are closely related to the109

atomic displacements, which in turn determine the in-110

tensities of the phonon peaks in various BZ. These eigen-111

vectors can be calculated quite well at the high-symmetry112

points, and the calculation allows for the phonon inten-113

sity at other points to be calculated using a perturbative114

method. These energies and intensities are then used as115

a starting point for the refinement, as described below.116

III. MULTIZONE PHONON REFINEMENT117

(MPR)118

Optical phonons in many compounds with a large unit119

cell form dense “spaghetti” of branches in larges parts120

of reciprocal space. In such a case energies of di↵er-121

ent phonons at the reduced wavevector are separated by122

much less than the energy-resolution of the spectrometer.123

Quite often it is easy to mistake two nearby peaks for a124

single broad peak. Here we outline a novel technique,125

multizone phonon refinement (MPR) that allows accu-126

rate determination of phonon dispersions in such cases.127

We use this technique to resolve a group of branches be-128

tween 24 and 36 meV in SrFe2As2measured, as described129

in the previous section.130

A. Background determination131

In neutron-scattering experiments the inelastic back-132

ground arises from a combination of factors, primarily133

incoherent phonon scattering by the sample, powder-134

averaged phonon scattering from the mount (in this135

case aluminum foil), secondary scattering (generally a136

Bragg peak and a phonon), and multiphonon scattering137

(strongest at high temperature). The first factor neces-138

sarily produces isotropic scattering (other than the trivial139

Q2 dependence characteristic of phonons); the others are140

generally accepted to be isotropic.141

In order to determine the background, we divided mea-142

sured reciprocal space into equally-sized volume elements143

(known as “voxels”), normalizing by Q2. Each voxel cor-144

responds to an energy scan at a fixed Q. For a given145

energy, the mean of the lowest-intensity voxels was taken146

to be the background (see Fig. 2). In other words, for147

each energy we found the lowest intensities over the en-148

tire measured dataset (after dividing by Q2) and took149

Elastic scattering: Each bright spot is the 
center of a different Brillouin zone

Phonons: Where are the 5 branches? Kind 
of a mess.

Energy region of interest



Main Idea
Want phonon frequencies, linewidths and eigenvectors at every 
reduced reciprocal lattice point q.

Every Brillouin zone contains all phonon peaks, but the intensity of 
each phonon is different in every zone.

We want to plot intensity as a function of energy at the same reduced 
q in every zone, and then do a global fit to all these data

But first we need to subtract background.



Background Subtraction
3

FIG. 2. (color online) Background determination. Up-
per panel: the background (solid red line) is determined
empirically by averaging the lowest intensities at each en-
ergy. Shown here are constant-Q scans from 25 arbitrary
points in reciprocal space. Lower panel: Constant-Q data
at Q = [2, 5, 3] (gamma point). The background (solid red
line) can be subtracted from the raw data (red diamonds) to
produce a remarkably clean spectrum (blue circles). Dashed
lines show the refined values of the peak centers. The intensi-
ties shown are predicted from DFT, which provides reasonable
initial conditions for least-squares fitting.

that to be the background.150

Figure 2 shows such energy spectra plotted together151

in thin lines. The thick solid line corresponding to the152

average intensity of the lowest 1% of the Q-voxels. We153

experimented with using the lowest 1% to the lowest 5%154

of the Q-voxels at each energy, and found only minor155

changes to the resulting background function. Since our156

primary interest here was the higher-energy phonons, we157

made no attempt to subtract the elastic line. In future158

experiments we can subtract the elastic line separately159

from each voxel of Q, and then subtract the background.160

An additional linear term was included in the fitting to161

account for any residual intensity, but was generally in-162

significant. At lower Q there is some additional back-163

ground due to small-angle scattering, but these data have164

little e↵ect on the overall fit. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the165

subtraction works quite well in the sense that it results166

in spectra that consist of phonon peaks on top of a very167

small, nearly negligible, linear background.168

Note that because this method measures the back-169

ground empirically, the source of the background (sam-170

ple, aluminum, multiphonon, elastic line, etc.) is irrel-171

evant; the only stipulation is that the angular range of172

data collection be large enough so that at some point173

of the measured range of S(q,!), the phonon structure174

factor goes to zero. The precise range of Q required to175

meet that condition varies depending on symmetry of the176

sample and the energy range of interest. In the worst-177

case scenario (collecting over the entire energy range), a178

sample with this symmetry would require a rotation of179

45�, plus an additional range of ⇡ 15� to account for the180

di↵erent region of reciprocal space which is measured at181

di↵erent energy transfers. In practice the actual range182

covered may be substantially less; we found no apprecia-183

ble di↵erence whether gathering the background from a184

39� or 15� range. In the end it is still possible that there is185

a nondispersive mode whose structure factor never goes186

to zero; in such a case some of its intensity would be187

assigned to the background. Even in this case its peak188

position and linewidth will be correctly determined (al-189

FIG. 3. (color online) Data at q= [0.7, 0, 0] in 5 Brillouin
zones (out of 154 symmetry points used for the fitting). The
data are vertically o↵set for clarity. There are 6 phonons in
this energy range. The refined values of the centers obtained
with MPR are shown by the vertical dashed lines. The indi-
vidual phonons are shown with thin lines, and the overall fit
obtained with solid lines.

1. Divide all data by Q2

2. Plot many constant Q cuts for a 
large random set of wavevectors

3. Background as a function 
of energy is the global 
minimum of intensity

4. Subtracting this background 
from raw yields the phonon 
spectrum



Fitting the phonon spectrum



Fit: Before and after
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Background determination. Upper panel:
The background (solid red line) is determined empirically by averag-
ing the lowest intensities at each energy. Shown here are constant-Q
scans from 25 arbitrary points in reciprocal space. Lower panel:
Constant-Q data at Q = [2,5,3] (gamma point). The background
(solid red line) can be subtracted from the raw data (red diamonds)
to produce a remarkably clean spectrum (blue circles). Dashed lines
show the refined values of the peak centers. The intensities shown are
predicted from DFT, which provides reasonable initial conditions for
least-squares fitting.

seen in Fig. 2, the subtraction works quite well in the sense154

that it results in spectra that consist of phonon peaks on top of155

a very small linear background.156

Note that because this method measures the background157

empirically, the source of the background (sample, aluminum,158

multiphonon, elastic line, etc.) is irrelevant; the only stipulation159

is that the angular range of data collection be large enough160

so that at some point of the measured range of S(q,ω), the161

phonon structure factor goes to zero. The precise range of162

Q required to meet that condition varies depending on the163

symmetry of the sample and the energy range of interest.164

In the worst-case scenario (collecting over the entire energy165

range), the I4/mmm symmetry of this sample would require a166

rotation of 45◦, plus an additional range of ≈15◦ to account for167

the different region of reciprocal space which is measured at168

different energy transfers. In practice the actual range covered169

may be substantially less; we found no appreciable difference170

whether gathering the background from a 39◦ or 15◦ range.171

One potential limit of the background subtraction procedure172

is in the case of a nondispersive mode. If a mode maintained173

FIG. 3. (Color online) Data and model at q = [0.7,0,0] from
selected Brillouin zones. The left panel displays the data (points
with error bars) together with phonon energies and intensities as
predicted by DFT; the right panel displays the same data, along
with the energies and intensities after multizone phonon refinement.
Although data from only five symmetry points are shown here, a total
of 154 symmetry points were used for the fitting. Data from different
Q are vertically offset for clarity. The model consists of six phonons,
each constrained to have the same energy and line shape in all BZs.
The individual phonons broadened by experimental resolution are
shown with thin lines, and the summation with solid lines. The dashed
vertical lines mark the phonon energies, and facilitate comparison
between the different Q.

both a constant energy and a nonzero structure factor, then 174

some of its intensity might be incorrectly assigned to the 175

background. However, this situation can only occur for an 176

isolated atom in an isotropic environment (a rattling mode 177

inside of a rigid cage might approximate this condition). Other 178

than this special case, the intensity of a well-behaved mode 179

must vary with Q, due to either the phase factor, or to the 180

projection of the eigenvector onto Q. 181

B. Multizone fitting 182

Traditionally, phonon measurements have been made at 183

specific wave vectors in one or two BZs. This works well when 184

phonons are well separated in energy, but in cases of multiple 185

overlapping peaks it is often impossible to distinguish a single 186

broad peak from two or more narrow peaks. TOF inelastic 187

neutron-scattering instruments capture data over many BZs. 188

Thus phonon peaks belonging to a multiplet of overlapping 189

peaks at a specific reduced wave vector will have different 190

intensities in different BZs, but they will have the same 191

energies and intrinsic linewidths. To perform the fitting, we 192

first start with predictions of DFT calculations, which give 193

004300-3

Starting from calculated 
spectra, the fit converged 
rapidly.



Phonons at the same reduced q 
but in different zones

Same phonons in each curve, but with 
different intensities.

We fit all these curves + many more from 
other zones while constraining the peak 
positions and linewidths to be the same in 
each curve while letting intensities vary.

Such a fit allows us to determine where all 
phonons are much more accurately than 
from fitting any single curve.

Nearest 
zone 
center
3,3,0

2,5,-3

2,3,-3

2,5,-1

3,4,1

q=(0.7,0,0) or (0,0.7,0)



Final result compared with DFT
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental dispersions at T = 10 K obtained by MPR, and comparison with DFT calculations. Along each
direction (M-!, !-Z, Z-M), modes with the same symmetry are shown with the same color and shape, and the symmetry class is indicated.
Data have been smoothed by averaging with nearest-neighbor points. The error bars are not shown, but are generally approximately the size of
the points. Top panels: Measured dispersion of high-energy Fe-As modes in SrFe2As2 at T = 10 K, running from M (far left), to !, to Z, to M
(far right). The numbers between each panel refer to the eigenvectors (shown in Fig. 6). Center and lower panels: The same data as in the upper
panels, but just three modes per panel are shown, to facilitate comparison with DFT calculation (lines). DFT energies have been increased
by 5%.

approximate phonon frequencies and structure factors. Some194

of these are very accurate and agree with the data without any195

fitting, whereas others are significantly off (see the left panel196

in Fig. 3). By simultaneously fitting the experimental phonon197

spectrum at the same reduced wave vector in multiple BZs, we198

can identify the experimental positions of individual phonons199

quite well if we constrain their widths and energies to be BZ200

independent while letting their intensities vary from zone to201

zone (see the right panel in Fig. 3).202

The energy resolution of ARCS is nearly independent of203

Q over the entire instrument, so values for resolution widths204

were calculated as a function of energy, as described elsewhere205

[14]. Because ARCS has an asymmetric resolution function,206

the peaks were modeled as split Gaussians, with the lower207

(higher) side of the peak having 60% (40%) of the FWHM.208

The peak width and asymmetry were checked at several Q for209

which DFT predicted only a single phonon was allowed in the210

32–35 meV range, and this modeling of the energy resolution 211

was found to be satisfactory. 212

While on a triple-axis instrument the momentum and energy 213

resolutions are strongly coupled, for ARCS they are largely 214

independent. The Q resolution at higher momentum transfer 215

(where phonons are strongest) is determined primarily by the 216

sample mosaic. Our sample mosaic of 2◦ sets "Q/Q ≈ 3%, on 217

the same order as the Q resolution set by the size of the detector 218

pixels (≈1%). The in-plane voxel size (Q binning) was either 6219

±0.025 reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.), or ±0.05 r.l.u., which 220

makes "Q/Q between 1%–2% or 2%–4%, respectively. The 221

out-of-plane voxel size was ±0.5 r.l.u. in all cases; this puts 222

"Q/Q ≈ 6%, but the DFT calculation indicates that the energy 223

should vary by less than 1% over this range (c-axis modes are 224

generally fairly nondispersive in layered systems such as this 225

one), reducing the effect of Q resolution on the determination 226

of the phonon energies. 227

004300-4

The agreement with DFT is good. No 
significant anomalies
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Temperature dependence of each phonon branch along the !-Z line. Solid lines are from T = 10 K, dashed lines
from T = 220 K, and dotted lines from T = 320 K. The data from T = 220 and 320 K were taken over a shorter time and a smaller angular
region and are correspondingly noisier. The endpoints are labeled with the same numbers used in Fig. 4.

In order to simulate the combined effect of dispersion and228

finite bin size on the energy resolution, we increased the229

calculated energy FWHM by 10%. For weakly (strongly)230

dispersive branches, this will cause the refined separation231

between overlapping modes to be smaller (larger) than the232

true separation. A more detailed analysis could modify the233

energy broadening based upon bin size and local dispersion as234

calculated from DFT. Other than this broadening, no attempt235

was made to account for the effect of Q resolution on the236

energy linewidth.237

The fitting program was written in MATLAB, using a standard238

least-squares algorithm. Each reduced-q symmetry point was239

fit separately. The heights of the peaks were constrained to be240

positive, but could vary between BZs. Peak centers were con-241

strained to be identical in various BZs. Resolution widths were242

fixed as described above. For each voxel, the empirical back-243

ground was subtracted, and an additional linear term was in-244

cluded in the fitting to account for any residual background (but245

was generally small). The energy linewidth was fixed to be res-246

olution limited, but can be made a fitted parameter in the future.247

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION248

Figure 4 shows extracted dispersions and branch assign-249

ments for narrowly spaced phonon branches in SrFe2As2. Note250

that their separation in energy was often much smaller than251

the experimental resolution. Our method of determining the 252

phonon peak positions automatically provides BZ dependence 253

of peak intensities for each reduced q, which is determined by 254

the phonon eigenvectors. Thus we assign phonon peaks to the 255

same branch if their eigenvectors vary smoothly throughout 256

the zone (a similar method has been previously used to 257

assign eigenvectors using triple-axis INS [21]). Symmetry 258

constraints and a comparison of experimental results with the 259

DFT calculations of peak positions and eigenvectors served as 260

additional guides in peak assignments. Because the detector 261

banks extend out of plane, we were able to determine the c-axis 262

modes as well (albeit with less precision). 263

Figure 4 shows that DFT calculations reproduce the phonon 264

dispersions and intensities quite well. Although some small 265

deviations from the calculated dispersions have been observed, 266

they are on the order of 5%, which is typical for the agreement 267

between experiment and DFT calculations in general. This 268

good agreement has been achieved despite the fact that the 269

calculations were carried out without inclusion of magnetism, 270

although the structure was constrained to the experimental 271

structure. Our results for the Raman-active modes at the ! 272

point are in good agreement with previous Raman studies [22]. 273

We have not been able to establish the extent to which 274

different branches mix with each other when they cross. 275

Such mixing should occur, but the resulting anticrossing gaps 276

were too small to be observed in our experiment. The gaps 277

004300-5

Magnetic ordering transition in twnned SrFe2As2 at 200K 
does not noticably influence spectra of high-energy optic 
phonons 

No observable 
temperature-dependence

Later weak T-dependence was 
observed in one phonon on a 
detwinned sample (Baron group)



MRP allowed us to get around 
limits set by spectrometer 

resolution and resolve phonon 
branches that were very close 

together



New work on HgBa2CuO4
(Hg1201) in progress

The background subtraction scheme that worked for Ba122 does not 
work here because the background depends on |Q| due to the 
phonon structure factor and dispersions in Al sample holder. Entirely 
new algorithm was developed for background subtraction

New code allows fitting arbitrary datasets (any number of Brillouin zones 
and any number of phonon peaks. (limited by computer speed). No need 
to start with DFT calculations.

1. Generate constant Q slices in every zone for every Q that correspond to 
q (about 100)

2. Calculate and subtract background
3. Manually select the files that will be used in the fitting (about 20)
4. Perform multizone fitting

Problem: What are the phonon frequencies and lifetimes at a given 
reduced wavevector q.

Using MPR to find all phonons branches and improve statistics



Background subtraction
Background has a powder spectrum, i.e. depends on |Q| only

Background determination procedure for a given wavevector Q:

Starting from the wavevector of interest move away a random angle 
away to a wavevector that has the same length but different direction. 
Do a constant Q cut there and draw a smooth line through the data
Go to another wavevector of the same length but different direction
Do a constant Q cut there and draw a smooth line through the data
Repeat ~20 times.
The background is the minimum of these 20 
smooth curves.

Radius = |Q|



Background subtraction
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Clean peaks after background subtraction. 

Note that the broad component of the peak at 18meV disappears 
after background subtraction.

zone center Q=(4, 0 , 10)



Manually select files that will be 
fitted and guess peak positions

We ended up with ~ 90 datasets (one for each wavevector contained in 
the measured S(Q,w). Majority of the datasets have no discernible peaks 
after background subtraction. Only ~20 have identifiable phonon peaks and 
these were manually selected.

Peak positions guessed based on visual inspection of the 20 datasets and 
entered into a text file.

Multizone fitting of the 20 
datasets as before

The main source of uncertainty: Background determination

Accurate eigenvector determination is impossible, because there is a 
chance that a part of the peak was included in the background. 



Fit results
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Output

7.1555 10.5121 18.9597 27.9403 30.4441 35.9807
1.5867 2.0552 2.4031 1.5021 1.2344 1.3690

H 1.00 K 0.00 L-9.00
2.430938e-09 7.854154e-05 8.137369e-05 1.902531e-05
2.077175e-04 6.777959e-05

H 2.00 K 0.00 L-11.00
1.399424e-04 3.269418e-04 3.332818e-04 1.157936e-01
1.002177e-06 1.000000e-06

H-1.00 K 0.00 L-10.00
9.570378e-07 9.542006e-03 2.406922e-04 5.254494e-05
2.661487e-04 3.116029e-05

H-1.00 K 0.00 L-9.00
1.000000e-06 1.000000e-06 3.370253e-03 1.526843e-05
1.909012e-04 5.649075e-05

peak positions

linewidths

amplitudes for 
each zone



Neutron vs. x-ray
Neutron
Advantages
Penetrate deep into the bulk
Couple to the lattice and magnetic  degrees 
of freedom
Very high resolution energy (down to 1 
µeV) “easy”
Gaussian resolution function
Multichannel detection allows mapping 
large regions of reciprocal space

Disadvantages
Background often high and not flat
Big samples required
High energy-low Q impossible
Spurious peaks often appear
Certain isotopes absorb neutrons
Poor q-resolution
Flux-limited

X-ray
Advantages
Background well behaved
Small samples may be measured
High q-resolution
Resolution ellipsoid not tilted
Almost no background
Electronic Charge excitations may be 
explored
Large range of Q-E can be measured the 
same monochromator
No spurious peaks

Disadvantages
Not enough beamtime available!!!
Lorentzian energy resolution function
Very high energy resolution difficult
Sensitive to surface contamination
Does not couple to electronic spins
Weak signal from vibrations involving light 
atoms
Flux limited: reciprocal space mapping 
impossible



What if x-rays had X100 intensity?
In this case mapping reciprocal space becomes 
feasible. 

Now with the well behaved background the main 
source of uncertainty disappears and it will 
become possible to extract phonon amplitudes 
and, therefore, eigenvectors from the data. Also, 
data analysis becomes simpler and will take less 
computer time.

Will be possible to do MPR on small samples. 

Disadvantage: Hard to see light atoms.



This would be a huge step in 
measuring lattice dynamics in 

single crystals

Need Large Q Range!!!


